
NUMBER: Number and place value (NPV - 4 weeks)                                                 AUGUST 2017 – New White Rose and NRich links added 

 North Yorkshire County Council in Collaboration with Archimedes Mathematics Hub       

Unit Overview and Guidance 

 

• The exemplification has been taken from the NCETM online ‘Resource Toolkit’, with additions in order to ensure full coverage. 

• Links to the White Rose Maths hubs schemes of work are hyperlinked to each of the objectives. These are numbered by ‘steps’ to help you plan for progression. Whilst the logistics of a mixed age class 

may not enable you to work through every step in the correct order for every year group, the steps can help you identify a ‘best fit’ for your class as a whole. Many thanks go to the White Rose Maths hub 

for permission to include their resources. A summary of these ‘small steps’ for each tear group is included in the pink section below. 

• The NCETM reasoning questions have also been incorporated into each unit and are identified in pale purple boxes underneath the group of the most relevant objectives. 

• The ‘big Ideas’ sections from the NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have been included at the start of each unit. Hyperlinks to the full NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have also been 

included for easy reference. 

• Hyperlinks to NRich activities have also been added to this version. These are found by clicking on the blue buttons like this one           at the bottom of relevant objective. 

• Some additional content has been added in order to support mixed-aged planning. Any additional content is in italics. Occasionally strikethrough has been used to identify when an objective has been 

altered and this is primarily where an objective has been split between two units or into several small steps. 

• Each unit is sub-divided into sections for ease of planning.  Sub-categories in this unit are; 

1. Counting 

2. Read, write, order and compare numbers 

3. Place value (see also fractions, decimals and percentages) 

4. Identify, represent, estimate and round 

5. Solve problems 
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The Big Ideas 

The value of a digit is determined by 
its position in a number. 

Place value is based on unitising, 
treating a group of things as one 
‘unit’. This generalises to 3 units + 2 
units = 5 units (where the units are 
the same size). 

The Big Ideas 

Imagining the position of numbers on a horizontal 
number line helps us to order them: the number to the 
right on a number line is the larger number. So 5 is 
greater than 4, as 5 is to the right of 4. But –4 is 
greater than –5 as –4 is to the right of –5. 

Rounding numbers in context may mean rounding up 
or down. Buying packets of ten cakes, we might round 
up to the nearest ten to make sure everyone gets a 
cake. 

Estimating the number of chairs in a room for a large 
number of people we might round down to estimate 
the number of chairs to make sure there are enough. 

We can think of place value in additive terms: 456 is 
400 + 50 + 6, or in multiplicative terms: one hundred 
is ten times as large as ten. 

The Big Ideas 

Large numbers of six digits are named in a pattern 
of three: hundreds of thousands, tens of 
thousands, ones of thousands, mirroring hundreds, 
tens and ones. 

It is helpful to relate large numbers to real-world 
contexts, for example the number of people that a 
local sports arena can hold. 

The Big Ideas 

For whole numbers, the more digits a number 
has, the larger it must be: any 4-digit whole 
number is larger than any 3-digit whole 
number. But this is not true of decimal 
numbers: having more digits does not make a 
decimal number necessarily bigger. For 
example, 0·5 is larger than 0·35. 

Ordering decimal numbers uses the same 
process as for whole numbers i.e. we look at 
the digits in matching places in the numbers, 
starting from the place with the highest value 
i.e. from the left. The number with the higher 
different digit is the higher number. For 
example, 256 is greater than 247 because 256 
has 5 tens but 247 has only 4 tens. Similarly 
1·0843 is smaller than 1·524 because 1·0843 
has 0 tenths but 1·524 has 5 tenths. 

Teaching for Mastery Year 3 

Small Steps Summary 

Teaching for Mastery Year 4 

Small Steps Summary 

Teaching for Mastery Year 5 

Small Steps Summary 

Teaching for Mastery Year 6 

Small Steps Summary 
  

1 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305607/Mastery_Assessment_Y3_High_Res.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_33e13957977b45f9b22402645fa034f7.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305622/Mastery_Assessment_Y4_Low_Res.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_9641f0f6dde34543b9509b0567efa419.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305628/Mastery_Assessment_Y5_High_Res.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_1479c8dc8dc44740b39939637e035ba4.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305649/Mastery_Assessment_Y6_High_Res.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_36ab870c0b3e4468ba370e7f4cd842e4.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
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Step 1: count from 0 in multiples of 
4, 8, 50 and 100; 

Step 10: count from 0 in multiples of 
4, 8, 50 and 100; 

a) Count on from zero in steps of 2, 3, 
4, 5, 8, 50, 100;  

 

Step 4: count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000 

Step 12: count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000 

Explain how to work out the 6 times-table from the 3 
times-table or the 9 times-table from the 3 times-
table. 

Know that 9 × 8 = 72 so that 72 ÷ 9 = 8 and deduce 
720 ÷ 9. 

Explain the relationship between 8 × 7 = 56, 6 × 7 = 
42 and 14 × 7 = 98. 

 

 

Step 8: count forwards or backwards in steps 
of powers of 10 for any given number up to 1 
000 000 

Count from any given number in powers of 10 and 
decimal steps extending beyond zero when 
counting backwards; relate the numbers to their 
position on a number line 

Answer problems such as:  

• Write the next number in this counting 
sequence: 110 000, 120 000, 130 000 … 

• Create a sequence that goes backwards and 
forwards in tens and includes the number 
190. Describe your sequence. 

• Here is part of a sequence: 30, 70, 110, □, 

190, □. How can you find the missing 

numbers? 
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 Step 6: find 10 or 100 more or less 

than a given number 
 
b) Give me the number 100 less than 
756 

Step 8: find 1000 more or less than a given 
number 

Answer questions such as, what is the missing 
number in the number sentence and how do you 

know? 5742 +  = 9742 
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 Step 13: count backwards through zero to 
include negative numbers 

Create a sequence that includes the number –5 and 
then describe the sequence to the class. 

Explain how to find the missing numbers in a 
sequence  

eg. _ –9, –5, –1, _ and explain the rule. 

Answer questions eg What number can you put in 
the box to make this statement true? __ < –2 

Step 11: interpret negative numbers in context, 
count forwards and backwards with positive 
and negative whole numbers, including 
through 0 

Count from any given number in whole-number 
and decimal steps extending beyond zero when 
counting backwards; relate the numbers to their 
position on a number line. 

Step 4: use negative numbers in context, 
and calculate intervals across zero 

work with negative numbers in a similar way, 
determining values on a scale and estimating. 
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Spot the mistake: 
50,100,115,200 
What is wrong with this sequence of 
numbers? 
 

True or False? 
38 is a multiple of 8 
 

What comes next? 
936-10=  926,  
926 -10 = 916,  
916- 10=  906 

Spot the mistake: 
950, 975,1000,1250 
What is wrong with this sequence of numbers? 
 
True or False? 
324 is a multiple of 9 
 
What comes next? 
6706+ 1000= 7706 
7706 + 1000 = 8706 
8706 + 1000 = 9706 

Spot the mistake: 
177000,187000,197000,217000 
What is wrong with this sequence of numbers? 
 
True or False? 
When I count in 10’s I will say the number 10100 
 
What comes next? 
646000-10000= 636000 
636000 –10000 = 626000 
626000- 10000 = 616000 

Spot the mistake: 
-80,-40,10,50 
What is wrong with this sequence of numbers? 
 
True or False? 
When I count backwards in 50s from 10 I will 
say  -200 
 
True or False? 
The temperature is -3. It gets 2 degrees 
warmer. The new temperature is -5 

1 2 3 

1 

1 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_7837830ab302433db04803c28b0ee7f4.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_7837830ab302433db04803c28b0ee7f4.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_99692ff2f4cb48c1b25059b74f7e3d0f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_99692ff2f4cb48c1b25059b74f7e3d0f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_81cc1005c6484036b08d4a2744e8922a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_62e7ac751f4845299984827da6dcdb86.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_7e09cf613cde45569d8944530a3bf116.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_7e09cf613cde45569d8944530a3bf116.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_7e09cf613cde45569d8944530a3bf116.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b3ceb253695240f2b46b1acf3bb9d825.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b3ceb253695240f2b46b1acf3bb9d825.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_568019f4c1364cbb8a6b6cc6cef3190d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_568019f4c1364cbb8a6b6cc6cef3190d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c9a6b86442b54b5a9e3b63858f651ae4.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c9a6b86442b54b5a9e3b63858f651ae4.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_35b0820909ba4c5481b40e4c19443c63.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_35b0820909ba4c5481b40e4c19443c63.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_35b0820909ba4c5481b40e4c19443c63.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_35b0820909ba4c5481b40e4c19443c63.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b0127b0b442347018035d7cd64a12cff.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b0127b0b442347018035d7cd64a12cff.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5836
http://nrich.maths.org/5898
http://nrich.maths.org/8123
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5836
http://nrich.maths.org/5836
http://nrich.maths.org/5898
http://nrich.maths.org/8123
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5836
http://nrich.maths.org/5898
http://nrich.maths.org/5898
http://nrich.maths.org/8123
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5836
http://nrich.maths.org/5898
http://nrich.maths.org/8123
http://nrich.maths.org/8123
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
http://nrich.maths.org/5836
http://nrich.maths.org/5898
http://nrich.maths.org/8123
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
http://nrich.maths.org/5865
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Step 2: read and write numbers up 
to 1000 in numerals and words 

Read these numbers 428, 205, 130, 
25, 7, 909 

Step 7: compare and order numbers 
up to 1000 

Step 8: compare and order numbers 
up to 1000  

Step 9: compare and order numbers 
up to 1000 

Sort these numbers into ascending 
order: 95, 163, 8, 740, 25, 0, 400, 303  

 

Step 9: order and compare numbers beyond 
1000 

Step 10: order and compare numbers beyond 
1000 

Children can find numbers that could go in the boxes 
to make these correct  

 +  < 2000, 3000 >  –  

Step 1: read, write, to 10 000 

Step 4: read, write, to 100 000 

Step 5: read, write, order and compare 
numbers to at least 100 000 and determine the 
value of each digit 

Step 7: read, write, order and compare 
numbers to at least 1 000 000 and determine 
the value of each digit 

Step 9: read, write, order and compare 
numbers to at least 1 000 000 and determine 
the value of each digit 

Answer problems such as  

• What is the value of the 7 in 3 274 105? 

• Write in figures forty thousand and twenty. 

• A number is partitioned like this:  

4 000 000 + 200 000 + 60 000 + 300 + 50 + 8 
Write the number. Now read it to me. 

• A car costs more than £8600 but less than 
£9100. Tick the prices that the car might cost.  

£8569 □   £9090 □     £9130 □      £8999 □ 

Step 1: read, write, order and compare 
numbers up to 10 000 000 and determine 
the value of each digit 

Step 2: read, write, order and compare 
numbers up to 10 000 000 and determine 
the value of each digit 

Children should be able to determine the steps 
used in different scales, and so complete 
activities such as -  
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 Step 1: read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and 
know that over time, the numeral system 
changed to include the concept of zero and 
place value 

Know what each letter represents in Roman 
numerals  

Convert from Roman numeral to our current system 
(Arabic) and from Arabic to Roman e.g. 76 = _ in 
Roman numerals, CLXIX = _ Arabic numerals. 

Know that the current western numeral system is the 
modified version of the Hindu numeral system 
developed in India to include the concept of zero & 
place value. 

Step 2: read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and 
recognise years written in Roman numerals 

Recognise Roman numerals in their historical 
context 

Read and write Roman numerals to one thousand 
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Do, then explain 
835  535   538   388   508 
 
If you wrote these numbers in order 
starting with the smallest, which 
number would be third? 
 
Explain how you ordered the numbers. 

Do, then explain 
5035  5053  5350 5530 5503 
 
If you wrote these numbers in order starting with the 
largest, which number would be third? 
 
Explain how you ordered the numbers. 

Do, then explain 
Show the value of the digit 5 in these numbers? 
      350114          567432          985376        
Explain how you know. 
 

Make up an example/Give further examples 
Create six digit numbers where the digit sum is five 
and the thousands digit is two.  
                e.g. 3002000    2102000 
What is the largest/smallest number?  
 

Do, then explain  
        747014, 774014, 747017, 774077, 744444 
If you wrote these numbers in order starting with 
the smallest, which number would be third?  

Do, then explain Show the value of the digit 6 
in these numbers? 
               6787555      95467754        
Explain how you know. 
 

Make up an example Create seven digit 
numbers where the digit sum is six and the 
tens of thousands digit is two.  
                        E.g. 4020000     
What is the largest/smallest number? 
 

Do, then explain Find out the populations in 
five countries. Order the populations starting 
with the largest. Explain how you ordered the 
countries and their populations. 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e2f4f08d17af44ea9a3cc4068a51ecf7.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e2f4f08d17af44ea9a3cc4068a51ecf7.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fd258ca1a511470988515aa5cfde824e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fd258ca1a511470988515aa5cfde824e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_33e5d72ddc6a40e4b21778417430f48e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_33e5d72ddc6a40e4b21778417430f48e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6f135a2a0bdd4ff68b7c07852f06142f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6f135a2a0bdd4ff68b7c07852f06142f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_505741f932e74a4a87e4943d58a59cf5.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_505741f932e74a4a87e4943d58a59cf5.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_856838f1dd6c42b3920a34544dc19ac4.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_856838f1dd6c42b3920a34544dc19ac4.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ee1f3b370a0748c5944a328c5a5aaac6.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4611d6ca41fc4c33ac419f27c3d15932.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_447048bbde42411f9bf79e56e278928f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_447048bbde42411f9bf79e56e278928f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_447048bbde42411f9bf79e56e278928f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4402e1733cba4c398198639e1b68dffd.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4402e1733cba4c398198639e1b68dffd.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4402e1733cba4c398198639e1b68dffd.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6f135a2a0bdd4ff68b7c07852f06142f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6f135a2a0bdd4ff68b7c07852f06142f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6f135a2a0bdd4ff68b7c07852f06142f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_43c1c7490d9649e5bf281847929c5fa3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_43c1c7490d9649e5bf281847929c5fa3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_43c1c7490d9649e5bf281847929c5fa3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_41f1076fe7524c14a14a27fda730e907.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_41f1076fe7524c14a14a27fda730e907.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_41f1076fe7524c14a14a27fda730e907.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_acaa0b452f5441b68ad861d4df0dfb41.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_acaa0b452f5441b68ad861d4df0dfb41.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_acaa0b452f5441b68ad861d4df0dfb41.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_acaa0b452f5441b68ad861d4df0dfb41.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c244a384b7b34d208b0e1e1f6f03a98e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c244a384b7b34d208b0e1e1f6f03a98e.pdf
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Step 3: recognise the place value of 
each digit in a three-digit number 
(hundreds, tens, ones) 

Step 4: recognise the place value of 
each digit in a three-digit number 
(hundreds, tens, ones) 

For each of these numbers: 428, 205, 
130, 25, 7, 909, tell me: How many 
hundreds? How many tens it has? 
How many ones?  

 

 

 

  

Step 5: recognise the place value of each digit in 
a four-digit number (thousands, hundreds, tens, 
and ones) 

Step 6: recognise the place value of each digit in 
a four-digit number (thousands, hundreds, tens, 
and ones) 

Give the value of a digit in a given number e.g. the 7 
in 3 274 

Write in figures a given number e.g. four thousand 
and twenty. 

Recognise a number partitioned like this: 4 000 + 
200 + 60 + 3 and be able to read and write the 
number. 

Create the biggest and smallest whole number given 
four digits eg. 3, 0, 6, 5 

Find missing numbers in a number sentence e.g.       
_ +_ = 1249  

 identify the value of each digit to three 
decimal places and (see below) 

Children should be able to identify the value of 
each digit in the number 17.036  
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(Y4 adapted) find the effect of 
dividing a one- or two-digit number 
by 10 and 100, identifying the value 
of the digits in the answer as ones, 
tenths and hundredths 

e.g. 73  ÷ 10 = 7.3 and 7 ÷ 10 = 0.7 

Respond to oral or written questions 
such as: 

How many times larger is 260 than 
26? 

How many £1 notes are in £120? 

Divide 390 ninety by ten. 

Write in the missing number 

        ÷ 10 = 0.6 

find the effect of dividing a one- or two-digit 
number by 10 and 100, identifying the value of 
the digits in the answer as ones, tenths and 
hundredths 

Write a two-digit number on the board. Keep dividing 
by 10 and record the answer. Describe the pattern. 

26, 2.6, 0.26, 0.026 

Respond to oral or written questions such as: 

How many times larger is 2600 than 26? How many 
£1 notes are in £120, £1200? 

Divide three hundred and ninety by ten. 

Write in the missing number  

multiply and divide whole numbers and those 
involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000 

Recall quickly multiplication facts up to 10 × 10 
and use them to multiply pairs of multiples of 10 
and 100. Answer problems such as:  

• the product is 400. At least one of the 
numbers is a multiple of 10. What two 
numbers could have been multiplied 
together? Are there any other possibilities? 

 

multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100 and 
1000 where the answers are up to three 
decimal places 

Children should be able to identify the value of 
each digit in the number 17.036 and multiply 
and divide this by 10 and 100 and 1000 
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Do, then explain 
Show the 3 value of the digit 3 in these 
numbers? 
341        503       937 
Explain how you know. 

Make up an example Create numbers 
where the digit sum is three.  
Eg 120, 300, 210 
What is the largest/smallest number?  

Do, then explain 
Show the value of the digit 4 in these numbers? 
Explain how you know. 
3041       4321       5497 

Make up an example Create four digit numbers 
where the digit sum is four and the tens digit is one.  
E.g. 1210, 2110, 3010. What is the largest/smallest 
number?  

Undoing 
I divide a number by 100 and the answer is 0.3. 
What number did I start with? 

Making links 
7 x 8 = 56 
How can you use this fact to solve these 
calculations? 
0.7 x 0.8 =             5.6 ÷ 8 = 
Undoing 
I divide a number by 100 and the answer is 0.33 
What number did I start with? 
Another and another Write down a number with 
two decimal places which when multiplied by 100 
gives an answer between 33 and 38.  . and 
another, … and another, 

True or false? 

In all of the numbers below, the digit 6 is worth 
more than 6 hundredths. 

3.6, 3.063, 3.006, 6.23, 7.761, 3.076 

Is this true or false? Change some numbers so 
that it is true. 

What needs to be added to 6.543 to give 7? 
What needs to be added to 3.582 to give 5? 

Circle the two decimals which are closest in 
value to each other.  

0.9 0.09 0.99 0.1 0.01  

2 3 1 

4 3 2 1 1 2 
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Step 5: identify, represent and 
estimate numbers using different 
representations 

Show me 642 on a number line, with 
Dienes apparatus, with place value 
cards etc.  

What number is represented by each 
set – 

 

 

 

 

 

What number is halfway between 65 
and 95? How do you know? 

Step 7: identify, represent and estimate numbers 
using different representations 

which of these numbers is closest to the answer of 
342 – 119:                     

200 220 230 250 300 

Identify what the digit 7 represents in each of these 
amounts:             

£2.70, 7.35m, £0.37, 7.07m 
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(Y4 adapted)  round any number to 
the nearest 10 

Children should be able to explain tips 
to give someone who is learning how 
to round numbers to the nearest 10. 

I rounded a number to the nearest 10. 
The answer is 50. What number could 
I have started with?  

Know what to look for first when you 
order a set of numbers and know 
which part of each number to look at to 
help you. 

Know which multiple of 10 is closest to 
a number. 

 

Step 2: round any number to the nearest 10, 100 
or 1000 

Step 3: round any number to the nearest 10, 100 
or 1000 

Step 11: round any number to the nearest 10, 100 
or 1000 

Children should be able to explain tips to give 
someone who is learning how to round numbers to 
the nearest 10, 100 or 1000. 

I rounded a number to the nearest 10. The answer is 
340. What number could I have started with?  

Know what to look for first when you order a set of 
numbers and know which part of each number to 
look at to help you. 

 

round decimals with one decimal place to the 
nearest whole number 

Round these to the nearest whole number:   
9.7,   25.6, 148.3 

Round these lengths to the nearest metre:   1.5m, 
6.7m, 4.1m, 8.9m 

Round these costs to the nearest £:              £3.27, 
£12.60, £14.05, £6.50 

 

Step 3: round any number up to 1 000 000 10 
000 to the nearest 10 100 1 000 10 000 and 100 
000 

Step 6: round any number up to 1 000 000 100 
000 to the nearest 10 100 1 000 10 000 and 100 
000 

Step 10: round any number up to 1 000 000 to 
the nearest 10 100 1 000 10 000 and 100 000 

Explain what each digit represents in whole 
numbers and decimals with up to two places and 
partition round and order these numbers and 
answer questions such as:  

• What is 4773 rounded to the nearest 
hundred? 

round decimals with two decimal places to the 
nearest whole number and to one decimal 
place 
 

Round these to one decimal place 

9.78, 27.34, 39.95 

Step 3: (Y6 extended) round any whole 
number to a required degree of accuracy 

Children should be able to circle the best 
estimate of the answer to questions such as; 

72.34 ÷ 8.91 

When given 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 as possible 
answers 

Children should estimate the position of 
numbers on a number line. They should 
suggest which number lies about two-fifths of 
the way along a line from 0 to 1000, or a line 
from 0 to 1. They should be able to justify their 
decisions. 

 

 

5 4 3 1 2 

1 

1 
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Possible answers 

A number rounded to the nearest ten 
is 540. What is the smallest possible 
number it could be? 

What do you notice? 

Round 296 to the nearest 10. Round it 
to the nearest 100. What do you 
notice? Can you suggest other 
numbers like this? 

Possible answers 

A number rounded to the nearest ten is 540. What is 
the smallest possible number it could be? 

What do you notice? 

Round 296 to the nearest 10. Round it to the nearest 
100. What do you notice? Can you suggest other 
numbers like this? 

Do, then explain 

Circle each decimal which when rounded to the 
nearest whole number is 5.  

5.3     5.7    5.2    5.8 

Explain your reasoning  

Top tips 

Explain how to round numbers to one decimal 
place? 

Possible answers 

A number rounded to the nearest thousand is 
76000 What is the largest possible number it could 
be? 

What do you notice? 

Round 343997 to the nearest 1000. Round it to the 
nearest 10000. What do you notice? Can you 
suggest other numbers like this? 

Do, then explain 

Circle each decimal which when rounded to one 
decimal place is 6.2.  

6.32    6.23    6.27    6.17 

Explain your reasoning  

Top tips 

Explain how to round decimal numbers to one 
decimal place? 

Possible answers 

Two numbers each with two decimal places 
round to 23.1 to one decimal place. The total 
of the numbers is 46.2. What could the 
numbers be? 

What do you notice? 

Give an example of a six digit number which 
rounds to the same number when rounded to 
the nearest 10000 and 100000 

Do, then explain 

Write the answer of each calculation rounded 
to the nearest whole number 

75.7 × 59  

7734 ÷ 60  

772.4 × 9.7  

20.34 × (7.9 – 5.4)  

What’s the same, what’s different? 

..when you round numbers to one decimal 
place and two decimal places? 
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solve number problems and 
practical problems involving these 
ideas 

a) Jack walks 645 metres to school. 
Suzy walks 100 metres less. How far 
does Suzy walk?  

b) What is 1 more than 485? Than 
569? Than 299?  

c) What number needs to go into each 
triangle? Explain why? 

642 = 600 + Δ + 2 967 = Δ + 60 + 7 

 

 

solve number and practical problems that 
involve all of the above and with increasingly 
large positive numbers 

Children should be able to sort problems into those 
they would do mentally and those they would do with 
pencil and paper and explain their decisions.  

There are 70 children on a camping trip. Each tent 
can accommodate up to 6 children. What is the 
smallest number of tents they will need?  

The distance to the park is 5 km when rounded to 
the nearest kilometre. What is the longest/shortest 
distance it could be?  

solve number problems and practical problems 
that involve all of the above 

Partition decimals using both decimal and fraction 
notation for example recording 6.38 as 6 + 3⁄10 + 
8⁄100 and as 6 + 0.3 + 0.08.  

Write a decimal given its parts: e.g. record the 
number that is made from 4 wholes 2 tenths and 7 
hundredths as 4.27. Apply understanding in 
activities such as:  

• Find the missing number in    17.82 – □ = 
17.22 

• Play ‘Zap the digit’: In pairs choose a decimal 
to enter into a calculator e.g. 47.25. Take 
turns to ‘zap’ (remove) a particular digit using 
subtraction. For example, to ‘zap’ the 2 in 
47.25 subtract 0.2 to leave 47.05. 

• The children explain how they work out 
calculations showing understanding of the 
place value that underpins written methods. 

solve number and practical problems that 
involve all of the above 

Children should be able to use rounding and 
inverse operations to estimate and check 
calculations such as; 

The temperature inside an aeroplane is 20°C 
The temperatures outside the aeroplane is -
30°C. What is the difference between these 
temperatures? 

 

1 

1
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